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Interdisciplinary Development Initiatives:
Forms and Information
 
 
Office of the Vice-Provost (Academic Planning, Policy and Faculty)
August 2017
 
 
 
Interdisciplinary Development Initiatives
 
PROPOSAL FORM
 
Project leader(s) must submit the proposal to the Host and Participating Faculty Deans' offices by January 12, 2018
 
Host Deans must forward proposals, and each participating Dean must submit their “Dean's rating letter”, to the Office of the Vice-Provost (Academic Planning, Policy and Faculty), 3107 Stevenson Hall, by February 2, 2018
 
(Information and Direction Pages follow the form.) 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
3)         Faculty(ies) submitting the proposal:                                                                                     
          
         NOTE:  Each Dean from a Faculty listed below must submit a “Dean's Rating Letter” by the closing date.  
         This form is to be provided to the Vice-Provost's Office under separate cover from the Full Proposal.  Dean's 
         ratings will remain confidential. The IDI proposal leader(s) are responsible for ensuring that all participating                  
          Faculties receive a copy of the proposal by the Faculty due date.
8) 	Detailed Budget Summary:
IDI Financial Request - Round 7
 Short Proposal Title
 Project Leader
 Host Faculty
Year 1	
Year 2
Year 3
Budget Requests
Faculty Salary Replacement
Staff
Equipment
Operating
Other
Total	
IDI Financial Assistance from Host and Partner Faculties Round 7
 Short Proposal Title
 Project Leader
 Host Faculty
Year 1	
Year 2
Year 3
Budget Requests
Faculty Salary Replacement
Staff
Equipment
Operating
Other
Total	
Confirmation of Participation/Dean's Rating Letter
 
To be submitted to the Office of the Vice-Provost (Academic Planning, Policy and Faculty), 3107 Stevenson Hall, by February 2, 2018
 _________________________________________________________________________________
           
Dean's Confirmation of Support for Interdisciplinary Initiatives Proposals:                                             
Name of IDI Proposal
(add rows as needed)  
Is this the Host Faculty?
Comments and Rating:
Confirmation of Participation:
As Dean involved in the above named proposal(s), I the undersigned have developed an agreement to jointly nominate the above proposal(s) and agree on the particulars outlined in the Full Proposal(s) submitted.  I agree to participate in the Steering Advisory Council (SAC) for the IDI(s) mentioned above if it is funded and give the project(s) active support up to the levels mutually agreed to at the time we sign off on the final submission.  
 
 
Dean's Signature:         ______________________________ 
 
 
Faculty:         ________________________________
 
 
Date:                           ______________________________
Interdisciplinary Development Initiatives
 
INFORMATION AND DIRECTIONS
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Faculty(ies) submitting the proposal:         
All proposals must be submitted via the Host Faculty Dean, and identify all Faculties having significant involvement.
 
Summary of proposal for public release (maximum 300 words):
The summary is intended to explain the proposal in language that the broader members of the University community can understand.  This summary will aid in publicizing the project if it is selected.
Proposal description (maximum length 15 pages):
The description should:
a)
Provide reviewers with a clear description of what you are proposing, how much is already developed and
what you plan to do to develop the concept further. Be clear as to what is the actual incremental
achievement that will result from this IDI.  If the IDI proposes new graduate programs requiring approval
and if your IDI needs a new undergraduate degree module or new courses to be developed and approved,
list the stakeholders (i.e., Departmental Chairs, Undergraduate and Graduate Chairs) in any of these areas
and indicate the status of discussions with the stakeholder.
 
b)
The team should be described and the particular capacity each has to bring to the project. The
interdisciplinary nature of the project should be clear.  Where there are multiple teams involved in different
aspects of research related to the IDI, describe the relationship of the teams and projects to the overall IDI.
 
c)
You should explain why this proposal is distinctive and innovative, at Western as well as nationally and
internationally.
 
The description should also include sections describing:
(a)  The connection to Western's Strategic Plan, including aspects of the IDI that further Western's priority for internationalization through, for example:  initiatives that enhance enrolments of non-Canadian students, initiatives that provide international experiences for Canadian students, initiatives that introduce international content into teaching curriculum or research activities, initiatives that bring international faculty to Western or enable participation of Western faculty in international collaborations, or initiatives that enhance Western's international profile and reputation.
 
(b) The interdisciplinary character of the proposal.
(c) The utilization of current programs, resources and infrastructure by the IDI to capitalize on past investments.
(d) The benchmarks and strategies by which the IDI can be evaluated.
(e) The project timeline/table for development of different components of the IDI. For example, if a collaborative graduate program is planned, when would it be expected to start?
(f) The three core dimensions of the IDI:
 i.   What are the research components of the IDI?  Describe the teams involved.  For example, if you were proposing “The World Well-Being” project, there could be a team developing social, medical and natural indicators to be used          worldwide to assess well-being.  Another team of social, biological and engineering scientists could be developing sustainable drinking water strategies because potable water is deemed to be a key foundation of sustainable well-being. 
 
          ii. What are the implications for Graduate education?  Will graduate students develop specializations in the interdisciplinary area?  Can we provide the masters or doctoral training through collaboration with disciplinary programs?  We advise against establishing new programs that will have to have full external review until, and unless, the IDI flourishes.  IDI teams should contact the Vice-Provost (Graduate and Postdoctoral          Studies) for advice on their proposals concerning the Graduate education          component. Such consultation must take place if new programs are being proposed.
 
         iii         What are the implications for Undergraduate education?  Will there be new courses developed, the use of existing courses, the development of          whole new degree modules and/or some other activity that impacts undergraduate learning?  Has the team discussed this proposal with the Faculties involved?  IDI teams should contact the Vice-Provost (Academic Programs) for advice concerning the undergraduate component.
 
(g) The special funding to help establish IDIs will normally be provided for a maximum of three years.  A description should be provided for the duration of the IDI, including provisions for funding beyond the normal period and/or for winding down the project.
External Funding Plan:
There should be an explicit plan for seeking external funding for the research component of the IDI. Current funding should be detailed, including start dates, end dates and the granting/funding agency.  Possibilities for matching funding should be described.
                  
 
Space Needs:
Not every IDI will require new space.  Any new space requirements should be justified.
          
 
Budget Summary:
If the IDI has no sunset provisions, also provide a financial plan for funding beyond the period of IDI support.
           
Budget Justification:
Specify why the funds are needed, how they are going to be used and how they will enhance the establishment of the IDI.  
 
Projects will require support from sponsoring and partner Faculties.  All support to be provided during the period of central funding should be outlined.                                                            
Criteria for Selection of IDIs for Funding                                                          
 _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Full proposals for IDIs will be reviewed by an IDI Selection Committee chaired by the Provost & Vice-President 
(Academic), and include the Vice-President (Research), the Vice-Provosts and faculty members selected from past and
present Faculty Scholars and from Western's Distinguished University Professors.  The faculty members on the
committee will be selected to ensure a mix of disciplinary expertise, and to avoid conflict of interest or perceptions of
bias relative to the proposals under consideration.  Key considerations during the review of proposals will include:
 
a)         How will this program support or advance Western's Strategic Plan, including Western's priority for internationalization?
 
b)         What will this program do that cannot be accomplished by existing Schools and Departments or by existing interdisciplinary collaborations.
 
c)         Is the project clearly an interdisciplinary initiative?  Does it involve multiple disciplinary groups?  Are multiple faculties involved?  If it is an intra-Faculty proposal, are there multiple departments involved?  Are the partners included in the proposal and have they indicated their full support? 
 
d)           Is there a supportive host Faculty?  Are the Deans of the other involved Faculties supportive? Have steps been taken to establish relationships among the Department/Center/School/Faculty/Institute and affiliated or affected units that will promote cooperation and minimize competition?
 
e)            Has the IDI identified leadership capable of providing the intellectual vision, and management skills necessary to direct a successful project?
 
f)            What are the track records of the leaders/champions in research, teaching and administration?
 
g)            What assurances exist that the program will elicit strong Faculty interest and engagement?
 
h)            Are responsibilities for the funding of the IDI clearly understood between the IDI and the institution?  Is the budget developed?  Is it justified?  What are the potential long range resource demands for the IDI?
 
i)            Does the project have research, graduate and undergraduate dimensions?  Are these components of the IDI clearly delineated?  To what extent are these components enhanced by internationalization activities?  If any components are absent, is it clear whether they are going to be developed (when and how) or never developed (why)?
 
·    Research:  Is the research component funded?  Does it have a reasonable chance to be funded?  Can we use the IDI funding to leverage other funding on a cost shared basis?         
 
·             Graduate Education:  Is there graduate student training involved in this IDI?  Has the School of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies been consulted on the development and implementation of this component?  Are there accreditation issues?  Have disciplinary graduate programs potentially involved been consulted?
         
·             Undergraduate Education:  Are there courses, modules or full degree options available at the undergraduate level?  Has the Vice-Provost (Academic Programs) been consulted?  Is there a plan to develop cooperative offerings with disciplinary programs?
 
 
j)         Given the programs and plans above, have the necessary plans for accreditation, sharing of resources, etc., been developed?  Have potential and needed stakeholders been identified? Have these stakeholders been consulted?
 
k)         Are reporting requirements, governance, and evaluation procedures clearly understood?
 
·  Governance:  Is the membership of the Steering/Advisory Committee identified?
 
·           Evaluation:  Is it understood by the IDI that there will be annual reviews of the progress of the initiative?
 
·           Has the impact on faculty workload, evaluation, progression, and advancement been considered?
 
l)         If the IDI project will continue after the period of IDI funding, how will the resources that support the project be sustained? 
                                                                                                                              
Dean's Rating Letter 
 
Each Dean is asked to provide a list of all proposals for which they have agreed to host and/or participate.  This form should be submitted to the Vice Provost's Office by the closing date and under separate cover from the LOI.  Dean's ratings and comments will remain confidential.
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